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DOC/UNDOC Documentado/Undocumented Ars Shamánica Performática, a sequel to 

Moving Parts Press’s 1998, CODEX ESPAGLIENSIS, possesses an energy and 

camaraderie that seems to shout, “we’re getting the band back together!” Given the 

performance aspects of this project, that’s hardly an exaggeration. In this new work, Felicia

Rice has again joined forces with performance artist/writer Guillermo Gómez-Peña and art 

historian/critic Jennifer González, and has invited video artist Gustavo Vazquez and sound 

artist/engineer Zachary Watkins to join in the fray. The result, a seven-year collaboration, is

staggering in its complexity and variety. There are many moving parts in this Moving Parts 

Press production.

As was the case with CODEX ESPAGLIENSIS, Rice has taken performance texts 

by Guillermo Gómez-Peña, and integrated them into a series of bold relief prints that have 

been bound as a 30-foot concertina. Unlike the CODEX, which utilized the collages of 

artist Enrique Chagoya, in DOC/UNDOC Rice has taken her own images, manipulated and

integrated Gómez-Peña’s text typographically, and modeled them into an extravagant series

of prints. Each of the fifteen spreads is lush with layers of brilliant ink overprinted to 

produce rich, luxuriant, almost hallucinogenic effects.

Gómez-Peña’s performance scripts are by their nature theatrically charged, and at 

times willfully outrageous, but most of his texts are sensitive tales, parables that deal with 

issues of identity and culture. The sharp bite of racism is addressed here, as are the psychic,

personal and political ramifications of living in a world defined by borders that must be 

crossed and crossed again, but Gómez-Peña’s texts are melancholy, tender and poignant. 

He writes in Have you ever experienced an identity meltdown?, “I woke up and went to the 

bathroom to shave. I looked at my face in the mirror (I touch my face in various ways) and 

told my reflection, ‘Remember me? I used to be . . . Mexican. There used to be a Mexican 

inside this body, but something happened in the process and I became. . .’ I had forgotten 

what I had become.” 

The transformations necessary to traverse the borders of our multi-cultural, multi-

lingual landscape are at the heart of this project. But there is more to this enterprise than the



book itself. DOC/UNDOC contains adjunct productions. The book comes in a clamshell 

box made by Craig Jensen of BookLab II, which also houses a pamphlet containing essays 

by Rice and González, and disks of a video collaboration between Vazquez and Gómez-

Peña. A deluxe edition of fifteen includes an aluminum case that holds the book and its 

supplements, as well as an alter and a “cabinet of ritual curiosities.” Opening the case 

triggers lights and Watkin’s sound art, and there are buttons that launch specific 

compositions. The case contains, among many other things, glasses, a stethoscope, a Lucha

Libre wresting mask, and we are invited to “Choose an object, find a poetic way of using it.

Reimagine yourself, tell a new story.” In one of the audios, we hear questions any reader 

might ask: “So what is it? A curiosity cabinet of the pagan and the marvelous? A border kit 

to face the uncertainty of the future? A conceptual kit to cross multiple borders?” Of 

course, it is all of these things and more.

Stéphane Mallarmé’s famous dictum, Le monde est fait pour aboutir à un beau 

livre. (The world was made to end up in a beautiful book.), might well have served as an 

epigraph to the whole production. Here we have a book within a book, within a box, within

a case, and it begs the question: could a room have been built to contain the case, and a 

house to contain the room? This sequence might well end at a city, which is what 

DOC/UNDOC most resembles, with its neighborhoods, its cul-de-sac and its amorphous 

edges. The book reaches beyond its authors to embrace anyone who might pass by (or 

through) its reach. Its inclusive nature renounces boundaries, and suggests a kind of 

limitless progression rather than a discreet, intimate utterance. This may have resulted in a 

trade-off of intimacy for community, but we are left with a book that wants to hold the 

reader, the way readers ordinarily hold a book.

Gary Young, editor of Greenhouse Review Press, is a poet, artist and printer. He teaches 
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DOC/UNDOC Documentado/Undocumented Ars Shamánica Performática, Moving Parts Press, 2015. An 
edition of fifty copies of the accordion-fold book feature Gómez-Peña’s performance texts and Rice’s relief 
prints and typography. Critical commentary by Jennifer González and other essays appear in an 
accompanying pamphlet. Gustavo Vazquez and Guillermo Gómez-Peña’s video collaboration and Zachary 
Watkins’ sound art are housed with the book and pamphlet in a clamshell book box. Book: 17 3/4″ x 11 1/8″ x



1 1/4″ — extends to 31’6″.

A deluxe edition of fifteen copies is housed in unique hi-tech aluminum cases containing a mirrored altar, and
a cabinet of curiosities such as custom-made Mexican wrestling masks and ritual objects. Opening the case 
and handling the objects within triggers Watkins’ sound art. Case: 18 3/4″ x 24 7/8″ x 5 1/2″ with altar, ritual 
objects and interactive sound.


